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is a Bengali comedy-musical-romance film directed by Rabi Kinagi. Notable actors in the film include
Simon Reeves, Christine Baranski, Eddie Marsan and Timothy Allen. A group of currency exchange

buddies unexpectedly wins money that they can use for their own purposes. One of the friends takes his
friend's car and goes on a trip. However, in the end, he inadvertently kills one person on the road and for

this he goes to prison for ten years. To be released from prison, he needs to earn about 100 thousand
dollars from the authorities before he can go free. On the day of his trial, the priest baptizes the convict,
which costs him another $50,000 to pay for a lawyer. Soon the main character, who ends up in prison,

meets a girl there who agrees to marry him. The unlucky criminal, having gone free, is forced to resort to
the help of a former girlfriend. They begin to develop a plan together to steal the money of their mutual
friend and, with the help of their sister and brother, who control a third of the market, they plan to carry
out a murder. However, they forget that they have no money. And when the protagonist lends them, they
steal them. Further, the main characters, albeit in haute couture costumes, commit a bank robbery and
seize the money raised for drugs. They run away from the police, but hide from their sisters... "On the

Road to Success" at the Internet Movie Database
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